Solo Sokos Hotel Palace Bridge, 5*

Solo Sokos Hotel Palace Bridge is the unique City Business Resort located in the historical center of St. Petersburg on the Vasilievsky Island.

The hotel is named after the famous Palace Bridge located nearby, which leads directly to many of the main sights of St.Petersburg center - the Hermitage Museum, Palace Square, Admiralty, St.Isaac's Cathedral and Nevsky Prospect, all just a 15 minute walk away.

Solo Sokos Hotel Palace Bridge offers a perfect getaway for wellbeing and relaxation whilst travelling on business and pleasure. This unique concept includes a fabulous Wellness Club with SPA area including swimming pool and saunas, THANN Day Spa, a 4000 sq.meters fitness center where personal trainers help you to stay fit. Moreover, on the second floor you can find GORKI Golf Academy – the first indoor golf club in the city.

Website: https://www.sokoshotels.fi/en/st-petersburg/sokos-hotel-palace-bridge
According to the project of the architect Rudolf F.F., in 1874 five-story house number 27 on the 12th line of Vasilievsky Island was built for the senator N. Kalachev.

From 1915 to 1920 an outstanding hydrologist V. Glushkov lived in this house. He became one of the founders of the Department of Hydrology in St. Petersburg.

From 1902 to 1915 a well-known mathematician, mechanic, and Doctor of Science Alexander Lyapunov lived in this house. He developed his main theories that were recognized throughout the scientific world.

The hotel was officially opened in 2005! Immerse in the royal past of St. Petersburg with the unrivaled design of the Marco Polo St.Petersburg boutique-hotel!

Website: [http://mpolo-spb.com/english/](http://mpolo-spb.com/english/)
Historic hotel Shelfort is located in the heart of St. Petersburg, in the center of the cultural district of the northern capital. Within walking – The Strelka of Vasilievsky Island, Rostral Columns, Hermitage, Museum of Modern Art "Erarta", restaurants and cafes to suit all tastes. The Lenexpo Exhibition Centre is located not far away from the hotel. In walking distance - metro station "Vasileostrovskaya". Embodying St. Petersburg lifestyle hotel Shelfort unites almost century-old tradition of hospitality and comfort of a modern hotel.

Shelfort, opened in 2001 is a small cozy hotel of business class of 3 stars category with 15 rooms. The small size of the hotel provides a cozy like-at-home atmosphere, makes your stay more comfortable at a new place. In two two-room suites and in the lounge with ancient operating fireplaces you will feel yourselves much more comfortable.

Hotel Vasilievskiy Dvor, 3*

Vasilievskiy Dvor is a new elegant hotel located in the historical center of St. Petersburg on Vasilievskiy Island near the Vasileostrovskaya metro station. The location will appreciate both tourists and business travelers. Most of the attractions of the city are within walking distance from the hotel.

Hotel Vasilievskiy Dvor provides 20 comfortable and stylish rooms with solid oak furniture.

Mini Hotel Nevskaya Panorama

Showcasing a terrace and views of the city, Mini Hotel Nevskaya Panorama is located in Saint Petersburg. Mariinsky Theater is one kilometer from Mini Hotel Nevskaya Panorama, and Alexandrinsky Theater is 1.4 km from the property. The nearest airport is Pulkovo Airport, 14.5 km from Mini Hotel Nevskaya Panorama.

Tsentralny district is a great choice for travelers interested in museums, culture and ambiance. This is our guests' favorite part of Saint Petersburg, according to independent reviews.

Each room of the hotel has a flat-screen TV. A terrace or balcony are featured in certain rooms. Each room is equipped with a private bathroom. For your comfort, you will find slippers, free toiletries and a hairdryer. There is a 24-hour front desk at the property.

Mini Hotel Nevskaya Panorama has been welcoming Booking.com guests since Dec 14, 2015

Website: https://www.booking.com/hotel/ru/mini-nevskaya-panorama